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RAPPORTEUR’S REPORT 

WELCOME: GEVON MOSS, CIVIL SOCIETY LIAISON 
INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (IDB) 

I am pleased to see civil society coming together. Limitations of resources and manpower require that 
we put our hands together to really make a difference. Too often civil society organizations (CSOs) 
work in silos; we have to begin to bring those silos down. While we are all passionate about our 
individual projects; in the end we are all working from the desire to improve our communities and our 
country. We want to improve dialogue, legislation and engagement in our society. We all work on the 
same mission in different ways, we therefore need to be more open to working together. In that light, 
the IDB is pleased to see the initiative to engage Family Islands. It is my hope that this gathering is 
more than a chance for dialogue but represents an opportunity to network, share and grow. While 
dialogue is important, opportunities to engage more deeply, and collaborate, are essential. 

We applaud Civil Society Bahamas; as the organization goes through its own process we remain 
committed to supporting its efforts, we will continue to lend technical and material support. Welcome 
to IDB House. 
 

Gevon Moss, IDB, addresses Workshop Participants
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INTRODUCTION: MATTHEW AUBRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
ORGANIZATION FOR RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE (ORG) 

I want to recognize the contribution of civil society and thank the IDB for sponsoring this event. We are 
all scrambling to do too many things with too little resources and doing so for the greater purpose. 
Today is not specific to any of our individual programmes, it is about how we can build civil society, 
how do we understand what unifies us, and how do we put forward the betterment of our country and 
society, often before our own personal needs and requirements? 

The Bahamas has time and talent and treasure, we have the latent raw talent to do anything, but we 
have not been putting those resources together and working in concert. Civil Society Bahamas creates 
an opportunity for all of us to do that. In my own work I often get nervous that if I work with a larger 
group what I intended will take longer and require me to take into account other ideas and other 
thoughts. In some way we have to find a unifying tapestry that we are all proud to belong to. What CSB 
has done in the past few months is started the process to give us a foundation for unification. Today we 
look at how we grow the civil society sector and also this entity [CSB] because, joined together, there is 
very little that can’t be done. 

Thank you for your time and input. I look forward to your participation and the outcome of this 
engagement.  

Civil Society Bahamas 3-Year Strategic Plan Workshop Participants
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SESSION I - PRESENTATION OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY JULY 2018 SURVEY RESULTS 
Presenter: Dr. Anthony Hamilton, Vice President - Civil Society Bahamas (CSB) 

As individuals, as families, as churches, as a nation, as a region and as a world, we have an awesome 
responsibility. Progress requires that we break down silos within society and also within the home and 
communities. The incorporation of our Family Islands is another key component as we move forward. 

Survey date: July 2018 
Platform: Survey Monkey 
Sample: 100+ civil society contacts in the CSB database 
Response rate: 92% (at September 2018) 

Survey questions were drafted with the help of The University of The Bahamas and launched on Survey 
Monkey in July 2018. Key findings are indicated below. 

Top five (5) areas where CSOs need help within the next 12 months 
1. Help with fundraising and sponsorships 
2. Help with grant writing 
3. Help with attracting volunteers AND help with creating/updating a website 
4. Help with advocacy 
5. Help with incorporating a non-profit 

Recommended future activities to improve cohesiveness 
1.  A calendar of training and sessions/workshops on topics of interest to small, medium and large 

CSOs and their cluster groups 
2. A calendar of networking events for CSOs to foster more collaboration and to avoid duplication of 

efforts and resources 
3. More sponsored workshops on topics of key interest to civil society such as technology, or fund-

raising or marketing, promotion of civil society, creating sustainability etc. 
4. Creation of a national registry of CSOs and segmenting it so that groups in the same space can get 

to know each other and that those giving funds can be made aware 
5. Creation of an incubation fund that disperses grants to CSOs 
6. Information and policies on international donations to local non-profit organizations in The 

Bahamas 

The survey remains open on the website at civilsocietybahamas.org 

http://civilsocietybahamas.org
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The impact of CS on the society and the economy goes largely unnoticed. We have failed to capture 
the societal and economic costs associated with the gaps which the sector addresses so that the value 
of our sector can be measured and communicated deliberately.  

Participant Feedback 

- Incudesk (shared workspace) has very reasonable monthly rates, and provides document 
processing, meeting space, WIFI and cafeteria. This is useful for those starting out or in need of a 
work space at a reasonable rate. The ‘organization’ rate allows 2-3 persons under the same 
agreement. 

- CSB should work on creating an ‘Incudesk’ style workspace for organizations that are a part of the 
network. This will provide support in dealing with the operating costs and structural challenges of 
managing the physical, technical and clerical work. There are funding opportunities for CSB to 
provide oversight and supervisory services for smaller NGOs and individual CSO actors. A part of 
that can be the provision of psycho-social services, these can be made available to the wider 
community so that advocates and members of vulnerable groups can access those services. 

- We need more ownership of particular issues within the sector to create more robust CSOs with 
greater efficacy in influencing significant change. If CSOs can partner with CSB, they can then 
become a bigger entity and can engage Government agencies from a position of greater power. 
The question is - how do we get CSOs to take greater ownership of their issues? 

- In our sector we need to build up an association that we are bought into, that we feel supports our 
efforts, and we also need to raise the value of civil society so that when a CSO walks into the room 
they are received as a strong and vibrant entity and the sector as a whole is recognized as one which 
needs to be factored in. 

- The mapping process is important as we can accomplish so much more working in groups with 
common interests. 

- We need to build a culture of appreciation for the contribution of CS to the country and the 
economy. The long-term consequence of our work needs to be considered and monetized so that 
the direct and indirect value is accounted for.  We need to communicate this value to others in terms 
of what their time, energy and money gains. 
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SESSION II - PRESENTATION OF THE 3-YEAR CSB STRATEGIC PLAN 
SESSION III - QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 
Presenter: Mark Palmer, Secretary - Civil Society Bahamas 

Introduction 
The vision for this strategic plan started with the model of the One Eleuthera Foundation. They started 
with a vision, $100,000 and a grant writer. CSB needs to take a similar approach and embrace a large 
vision. We started working on the strategic plan in October 2016 and we completed four 
brainstorming sessions (November 2016, February 2017, May 2018 and July 2018) during which we 
determined our vision, mission and values. Our survey refined our priority areas of focus. While the 
survey results reiterated much of what we already knew, it did solidify our focus. 

Our Vision 
A Bahamas where civil society is respected and fully engage in good governance. 

Our Mission 
As the third pillar of governance, 1. leading coalition building among members and other CSO 
partners, 2. promoting full civil society engagement in national development, and 3. being the 
principal national representative of civil society in international fora. 

Programme Areas 
1. Capacity building - develop, implement and sustain our own solutions to problems, including 

capacity building, clustering, expanding leadership and building leadership skills, incubating and 
accelerating CSOs, civil society awareness and education, and advocacy (for example around the 
Dormant Fund) 

2. Governance and participation - drive the development and passage of the CSO Bill (we are 
currently awaiting a legal opinion on several clauses which will then be reviewed by a team of 
lawyers pro bono) and self-regulation with the adoption of six (6) standards which will guide the 
development of CSB and form the basis of the CS online registry. The mapping of the sector will 
precede development of the registry. Third party accreditation and auditing will be incorporated in 
3-4 years. 

3. Sustainable development - supporting the public sector in national development plan 
implementation and the achievement of UN2030 sustainable development goals which the 
government has ratified. 

Strategic Focus 
1. The consultative mechanism to establish tripartite engagement 
2. To be a strategic convener for trusted national CSOs 
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3. Capacity building and strengthening of CSOs 
4. Advocate for civil society views and key issues 
5. Awareness building and education in the sector 

Goals and Associated Strategies 
Goal 1 - To promote an enabling environment for CSO activities and efforts 
1.1 To organize regular events for the CS sector 
1.2 To advocate for the enactment of the Draft CSO Bill 
1.3 To determine the needs of the CS sector 
1.4 To implement an SDG reporting mechanism 
1.5 To empower CS through economic and trade opportunities 

Goal 2 - To strengthen capacitance, collaboration and sustainability among and of members, CSOs and 
other partners including: 
2.1 Creating standards for the sector 
2.2 Defining and mapping the sector 

Mark Palmer presents on the 3-Year Strategic Plan for CSB
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2.3 Strengthening the sector through technical and resource support 
2.4 Create funding opportunities for the sector 
2.5 Develop a youth arm of civil society 

Goal 3 - To Strengthen Capacity of CSB to Deliver its Objectives 
3.1 Write 3-year Strategic Plan & Budget 
3.2 Fundraise an operating budget for the next three years 
3.3 Improve CSB governance 
3.4 Hire an administrative and research team for CSB 
3.5 Increase membership to 250+ organizations that reflects CS 
3.6 Get a permanent meeting space for CSB 
3.7 Rebrand CSB to be more inclusive and attractive to younger members 

Goal 4 - To be the lead negotiating agent for CSOs with government, the private sector, and 
international agencies 
4.1 Institutionalize the consultative mechanism 
4.2 Raise CSB’s credibility and profile 

Our Budgets 
The proposed annual budgets  (1 Jan - 31 Dec) for 2019 to 2021 were reviewed with participants 
giving guidance on budget items and allocations. Importantly, the budget makes accommodation to 
engage Family Islands. Marketing and promotion costs may be reduced by utilizing free online survey 
options that have comparable capabilities. Press launch costs were queried and discussed further. The 
objective is to engage donors with a three-year commitment so that funds are raised for the three 
years at the outset. 

Feedback 
The plan is to return in November to secure further feedback from the sector with a view to getting the 
strategic plan approved in December 2018.  

Participant Feedback 
- Is the dormant fund advocacy issue a part of the CSO Bill that is out for amendment?  Yes, it is and 

the matter is receiving some support. 

- Lyford Cay Foundation harnesses the resources of Bahamians living abroad with respect to 
fundraising. 
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- Will CSB ensure equitable participation of CSOs in the CS online registry? The assignment of value 
according to the presented regulatory system implies that value is assigned according to an 
organization’s ability to secure funding. Equitable participation dictates that, irrespective of size, all 
CSOs have equal access. What is going to ensure that the smallest organizations, that don’t require 
audited accounts, have equal access? Is there a mechanism that ensures equitable participation? 
Equal does not ensure equitable. 

- The online registry will facilitate direct communication between CSOs and international 
organizations eg. Commonwealth Secretariat, that may request CS representation at international 
gatherings. 

- On the matter of implementation of the National Development Plan for The Bahamas, it is critical 
that the government works in collaboration with the people. 

- Why did CSB pick the tripartite model of governance which recognizes business as a part of 
governance as opposed to an alternate model which recognizes civil society, administration and 
opposition as the governing structure? 

- If CSB is aiming to position itself as an umbrella organization and have some degree of control over 
the flow of information, then that calls for a different approach. For example, this morning we began 
with a Christian prayer, that suggests we are not rooted in the principles necessary to successfully 
run an umbrella organization which takes into consideration the basic principle of communal 
organizing. Is CSB not concerned that it is marginalizing a large portion of the advocacy community 
nor aligning with local and international principles that you claim to align with? A moment of silence 
is the more appropriate opening ‘prayer’ as opposed to the decidedly Christian prayer with which 
we began. 

- How will CSB handle disparate perspectives on issues? For example the issue of Lighthouse Point 
and two key groups that are for and against alternative proposals. There will invariably be opposing 
organizations under the tapestry of CSB. We need to consider carefully how CSB will accommodate 
varying views. 

- Can we develop a framework that doesn’t exclude anyone but provides a mechanism to manage 
conflicting positions and national discussion? 

- In order to bring the wealth, wisdom and workers to the executive leadership of nonprofits, we must 
establish ourselves in the community with transparency. 
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- The requirements for grants and funding are becoming very strict which presents issues for CSOs 
that have a single person with responsibility for overall management and programme management.  

- ‘Lead negotiating’ as stated in Goal 4 is not aligned with the strategies and should be revised. CSB is 
not intended to act as a funnel. [Goal 4 will be redrafted to reflect the intent and align with the 
strategies.] 

Dr. Anthony Hamilton presents CSB Survey Results

Participants network during the break
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SESSION IV - WRAP UP AND NEXT STEPS 
Presenter: Dr. Anthony Hamilton, Vice President - Civil Society Bahamas 

The primary resources are time, money and relationships. Today was an excellent opportunity to 
exercise your time vigorously.  We truly appreciate your sacrifice to be here. Your investment here 
today is something of value as you leave, continue to garner further returns on your investment of 
effort here today. 

Relationships - we need to bridge relations and overcome silos. As we move through the mapping 
process we should be in a greater position to provide more support on collaboration. Bear in mind that 
we work in connection to others so engage all your connections in your sphere of influence - family, 
church, nation, region and the world. 

There is always a root system or foundation that we are growing from. It is necessary to ensure we have 
a strong foundation to carry out what we are envisioning ahead of us. We want to birth good and 
healthy things and eradicate those which are not healthy.  

Participant Feedback 
- wiconnect3.iadb.org/en  is a part of IDB’s website and is a network of all civil societies in countries 

where IDB is present. We want to continue to develop that database as it is the resource that IDB will 
consult when engaging CS in training and travel opportunities. 

- Will the Draft Strategic Plan be circulated for review?  

- Yes, the Draft Strategic Plan will be made available on the CSB website. 

- A brief introduction of participants was facilitated to support more meaningful networking. 

http://wiconnect3.iadb.org/en
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I. PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS 

ORGANIZATION NAME OF 
REPRESENTATIVE

EMAIL PHONE

Active Citizenry Bahamas Faye Bascom fayerebascom@gmail.com 557-0573

(The) Bahamas AIDS 
Foundation

Carlyne Smith-McKenzie carlynesmith@outlook.com 424-0099

(The) Bahamas AIDS 
Foundation

Tracey Rahming tdlr_m@yahoo.com 325-9326

Bahamas Chamber of 
Commerce

Colina Kenny ckenny189@gmail.com 815-7664

(The) Bahamas Crisis 
Centre

Rosemarie Olander rosemarieolander@yhaoo.com 428-9929

Bahamas Transgender 
Empowerment for 
Healthy Living

Tori Culmer toriculmer1@outlook.com 813-6789

Civil Society Bahamas Anthony Hamilton aknhlaw@yahoo.com 429-4760

Civil Society Bahamas Mark Palmer markalexpalmer@gmail.com 465-6763

Creative Nassau Pam Burnside creativenassau@gmail.com 394-1886

First Fruits Interactive Lydia Armaly larmaly@hotmail.com 361-3273 / 
357-5903

Inter-American 
Development Bank

Gevon Moss gevonm@iadb.org 427-7070

Lend a Hand Bahamas Mitsyann Burrows mitsy@lendahandbahamas.org 803-3005

National Commission for 
Persons with Disabilities

DeCosta Bethel decostabethel@gmail.com 557-2554

National Organization of 
Women’s Associations in 
The Bahamas

Willamae T. Stuart wthstuart@gmail.com 376-2542

National Organization of 
Women’s Associations in 
The Bahamas

W. Patricia Morley wbdesk@hotmail.com 393-9375

Organization for 
Responsible Governance 
(ORG)

Matthew Aubry maubry@orgbahamas.com 477-3134

mailto:fayerebascom@gmail.com
mailto:carlynesmith@outlook.com
mailto:tdlr_m@yahoo.com
mailto:ckenny189@gmail.com
mailto:rosemarieolander@yhaoo.com
mailto:toriculmer1@outlook.com
mailto:aknhlaw@yahoo.com
mailto:markalexpalmer@gmail.com
mailto:creativenassau@gmail.com
mailto:larmaly@hotmail.com
mailto:gevonm@iadb.org
mailto:mitsy@lendahandbahamas.org
mailto:decostabethel@gmail.com
mailto:wthstuart@gmail.com
mailto:wbdesk@hotmail.com
mailto:maubry@orgbahamas.com
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Rite of Passage Project 
and Restorative Justice

Kendra Bowe bowekendra@yahoo.com 432-8696

Smart and Strong 
Sisterhood (SASS)

Stacey Moultrie info@sassbahamas.org 557-9416

Transformation Center  of 
The Bahamas / Prison 
Fellowship Bahamas

Denver Pratt denverspratt@gmail.com 448-1675

University of The 
Bahamas

Adjuah Cleare adjust.cleare@ub.edu.bs 302-4594

Rosella Armbrister ambimarch@gmail.com 819-3071

Erin Greene erinlvgreene@gmail.com 324-0015 / 
455-7242

Ebbie Jackson ebbiejuan60@hotmail.com 325-3585

Alton McKenzie ajdmckenzie@gmail.com 809-2988

Shelagh Pritchard shee78@icloud.com 376-6627

Dave Williams davewilliams65@hotmail.com 357-9410

mailto:bowekendra@yahoo.com
mailto:info@sassbahamas.org
mailto:denverspratt@gmail.com
mailto:adjust.cleare@ub.edu.bs
mailto:ambimarch@gmail.com
mailto:erinlvgreene@gmail.com
mailto:ebbiejuan60@hotmail.com
mailto:ajdmckenzie@gmail.com
mailto:shee78@icloud.com
mailto:davewilliams65@hotmail.com
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II. AGENDA 
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October 5, 2018 
NASSAU, BAHAMAS 

An electronic version of this document is available online at www.civilsocietybahamas.org 
 


